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Abstract In local differential privacy (LDP), a challenging problem is the ability to generate high-

dimensional data while efficiently capturing the correlation between attributes in a dataset. Existing solutions

for low-dimensional data synthesis, which partition the privacy budget among all attributes, cease to be ef-

fective in high-dimensional scenarios due to the large-scale noise and communication cost caused by the high

dimension. In fact, the high-dimensional characteristics not only bring challenges but also make it possible

to apply some technologies to break this bottleneck. This paper presents SamPrivSyn for high-dimensional

data synthesis under LDP, which is composed of a marginal sampling module and a data generation module.

The marginal sampling module is used to sample from the original data to obtain two-way marginals. The

sampling process is based on mutual information, which is updated iteratively to retain, as much as possible,

the correlation between attributes. The data generation module is used to reconstruct the synthetic dataset

from the sampled two-way marginals. Furthermore, this study conducted comparison experiments on the

real-world datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed method, with results prov-

ing that SamPrivSyn can not only protect privacy but also retain the correlation information between the

attributes.
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1 Introduction

With the development of the Internet and big data technologies, data can be used to capture user behavior
and play a very important role in all fields of society [1, 2]. It is becoming more commonplace for data-
centric organizations to collect and analyze users’ data records to provide better decisions and customized
services. For example, in clinical medicine, researchers have utilized clinical and genetic data from base
populations to estimate the appropriate warfarin dose [3]. Amazon built effective recommender systems
on a huge customer database composed of more than 300 million users to recommend personalized offers,
products, and discounts based on their purchasing and browsing histories [4]. Although collecting and
analyzing such data records boosts convenience, they can be leaked causing serious consequences (e.g.,
Facebook1), AOL2)). To deal with this problem, local differential privacy (LDP) has been proposed and
has attracted extensive interest owing to the stringent privacy guarantees it provides [5–8]. In the local
model, the privatized process transfers from the server-side to the client-side, which ensures that the
original data can only be accessed by the users themselves. Therefore, in recent years, some companies
have deployed LDP technology in their products to collect user data to provide better services while
protecting users’ privacy. For instance, Google [9] was the first to deploy LDP in Chrome to collect
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users’ browser settings to block malicious software that modifies the configuration without user consent.
Apple [10] implemented LDP in its operating systems for discovering popular emojis in different countries
to provide customized emoji recommendations for users to improve their experience.

In the academic field, the existing work on implementing LDP has primarily focused on devising tailored
algorithms for specific analysis tasks on low-dimensional data, such as frequency estimation [9, 11–14],
mean estimation [15], and heavy hitter identification [8,16]. For new tasks, new LDP-enabled algorithms
need to be designed; however, this method is not only time-consuming but also has poor scalability. High-
dimensional data contain rich knowledge and are gradually playing an important role; thus, there is an
urgent need to study them. For example, in the finance field, human characteristics are characterized by
multiple dimensions. Therefore, an efficient solution to address the above problems is to synthesize a high-
dimensional dataset under the constraint of LDP that captures the correlations between attributions in
the original dataset. Consequently, the synthetic dataset can perform any task without privacy concerns
or modification to existing algorithms, and the information in high-dimensional data can be fully mined.
Unfortunately, the combination of LDP with high-dimensional data synthesis poses significant challenges
in both data utility and communication cost. Because they are high dimensional, existing classical
methods of generating low-dimensional data, which partition the privacy budget among all attributes,
cease to be effective. Specifically, as each attribute shares a given privacy budget, that allocated to each
attribute could be quite small, resulting in significant noise being added to the data. In addition, in the
high-dimensional scenario, the privatized data record sent to the server leads to a huge communication
cost, and in particular, the complex privatization perturbation algorithm aggravates this situation. For
example, LoPub [17] was proposed for multidimensional data publication based on RAPPOR [9] and
the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. It partitions the privacy budget evenly to each attribute
of a data record, and then encodes each attribute onto a k-length Bloom filter and applies randomized
response (RR) technology [18] to perturb each bit of the Bloom filter. The Bloom filters of all attributes
of a data record are spliced together, and finally sent to the server. When the dimension is relatively
high, LoPub is inefficient in terms of data utility and communication cost.

Although the high-dimensional characteristic brings significant challenges to data synthesis, it also
makes it possible to apply some technologies to break this bottleneck. This study proposes a method called
SamPrivSyn for locally differentially private high-dimensional data synthesis via sampling technology.
SamPrivSyn is composed of two modules: one is the marginal sampling module, which is used to sample
from user data records to obtain two-way marginals. To preserve the correlation between attributes,
the sampling criterion is based on mutual information. The higher the mutual information of attribute
pairs, the higher the attribute pair sampled. Additionally, the mutual information is constantly updated
according to the sampled data, as the local data cannot be obtained in advance under LDP. The second
marginal is the data generation module, which is used to construct the synthetic dataset, and is based on
the two-way marginals. In SamPrivSyn, instead of using all marginals, only the low-degree marginals are
used to represent the high-dimensional dataset, which can effectively reduce both the noise added to each
data record and the communication cost. In other words, SamPrivSyn can deal with any high-dimensional
dataset, and its noise and communication cost are not greatly increased by the high dimension. Therefore,
high data utility can be maintained while providing strong privacy protection at a low communication
cost. The data generation algorithm in SamPrivSyn can also efficiently synthesize the dataset based on
these marginals while retaining the correlations between attributes.

The overall contributions of this study can be summarized by the following points.

• Marginal sampling: An efficient sampling method based on constantly updated mutual informa-
tion for obtaining two-way marginals from the high-dimensional dataset to represent the original dataset.

• Data generation: An iterative and effective data generation method for constructing a synthetic
dataset that retains the correlations between attributes.

• Experimental evaluation: An extensive experimental regime to verify the effectiveness of Sam-
PrivSyn.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the recent related work.
Section 3 introduces some basic knowledge. Section 4 elaborates the proposed method. Section 5 presents
the experimental evaluation. And Section 6 concludes the study.
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2 Related work

Differential privacy was first defined by Dwork et al. [5, 19]. Traditional differential privacy, also known
as centralized differential privacy (CDP) [20–22], depends on the condition that the data collector/server
is a trusted third party and will not leak the users’ privacy information. However, an absolutely trusted
third party is nonexistent in reality. Even if the servers/data collectors claim that they will not leak users’
sensitive information, the privacy of users is still not guaranteed, and therefore LDP [6–8] has been put
forward to deal with the above issue. Instead of the above assumption, LDP provides stronger privacy
guarantees as only the data owner has access to the original data, and the privacy disclosure risk caused by
untrusted third parties is eliminated. Numerous LDP-enabled algorithms [6,15,23] have been put forward
by various authors. The process of LDP can be summarized as encoding, perturbation, aggregation, and
estimation. The current research on LDP mainly focuses on statistical tasks, e.g., frequency estimation,
mean estimation, and range query. Using information-theoretic converse techniques, Duchi et al. [6] were
the first to provide lower and upper bounds on convex statistical estimation under the LDP setting.

2.1 Frequency estimation

Frequency estimation is a classical statistical tool for analysis and, under LDP, is one of the widely
studied topics. Frequency estimation under LDP mainly focuses on discrete data and non-numeric data,
and the research hotspot is the design of efficient perturbation mechanisms that satisfy LDP. RR [18]
is one of the building blocks for binary data collection under LDP. To deal with multi-valued data, k-
ary randomized response (kRR) [24] was proposed, which applies RR technology to arbitrary number of
possible values. However, the estimated performance drops sharply with an increase in the dimension. For
single-attribute frequency estimation, RAPPOR [9] was proposed by Google to collect user data under
LDP. This approach is hashed-based, in which each value is encoded to a Bloom filter, and each bit of the
Bloom filter is perturbed with the RR mechanism. Similarly, optimal local hash (OLH) [25] optimizes the
choices for hash functions to improve the estimation accuracy, while optimized unary encoding (OUE) [25]
typically has better performance when the dimension of the attributes is high. It encodes the original
value ui as a length d binary vector, and only the v-th position is set to 1. The RR mechanism is then
applied to perturb each bit of the vector. Significant research has been focused on the joint distribution
estimation of multi-attributes. For example, LoPub [17], which is a combination of RAPPOR and EM,
was proposed for joint distribution estimation. CALM [26] was proposed for k-marginal estimation by
sending m size-l marginals. It uses maximum entropy to estimate the marginals that cannot be directly
obtained by adding the m size-l marginals. Additional work has focused on heavy hitter identification,
aiming to find the items with frequency over a given threshold. For example, LDPMiner [16] was proposed
for the heavy hitter identification over set-valued data, and was a two-phase framework. One is to select a
candidate set of top frequent items from an entire dataset, and the other is to identify the exact frequent
item from the candidate set. Wang et al. [8] proposed a method of overlapping fragments. Specifically,
users in each group report a prefix of their values of a given length, and the data collector then iteratively
looks for frequent items.

2.2 Mean estimation

Mean estimation under LDP consists of adding noise to the original value, and then offsetting the noise
by aggregating the whole perturbed result such that the statistical results are unbiased estimates. Duchi
et al. [6] first proposed a novel method called MeanEst for mean estimation under LDP. This method
transforms users’ value tuples into binary variable tuples through a specific probability distribution, and
then applies RR technology while ensuring that the final statistical result is unbiased. However, MeanEst
is only applicable to numeric attributes. To address this limitation, the piecewise mechanism (PM)
and hybrid mechanism (HM) [27] were proposed for both numeric and categorical attribute estimation
under LDP. In addition, harmony-mean [7] was proposed to simplify Duchi’s method and reduce the
data transmission cost with sampling technology. The problem is to query the mean under the LDP
setting over the key-valued data. To address this issue, Ye et al. [28] generated random values from
[−1, 1] and then updated these random values to make the mean estimation closer to the real one. Gu
et al. [29] generated random values from {−1, 1} with a uniform probability of 0.5, with the expectation
of it being 0 and having no impact on the statistical sum. Moreover, they improved the estimation
performance by designing an effective privacy budget allocation mechanism. In the following work, Sun
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Table 1 Notation description

Notation Description Notation Description

R Randomized function d The number of attributes

n The total data records Ui The ith user’s data record

Ai The ith attribute ui
j The ith user’s value on Aj

Ωi The domain of Ai ωj
i The jth value of Ωi

ǫ Privacy budget Uniform(a, b) Uniform distribution

et al. [30] proposed a method to encode continuous numerical values onto extreme values −1 or 1, and
then sampled from the values constructed by all the possible combinations between the key and the value.

2.3 Range query

Range query under LDP consists of computing the fraction of a specified interval value, accounting for a
population. To limit the variance, the current solutions are based on hierarchy. For instance, Cormode
et al. [31] first formalized and studied the range query under the LDP setting by applying a hierarchical
approach to construct a binary tree, then utilized postprocessing to improve the accuracy. Wang et al. [32]
introduced a hierarchical decomposition scheme for multidimensional range queries by transforming the
ordinal dimensions into sub-intervals, which can reduce the worst-case squared error. Du et al. [33]
presented a dynamic LDP-enabled range query method called AHEAD, which can adaptively determine
the granularity of the domain composition and decrease the impact of insertion noise.

Notably, all of the above methods are aimed at low-dimensional data. However, in reality, high-
dimensional data are fast becoming more commonplace and possess research value. The current research
ideas are to design corresponding LDP algorithms based on specific tasks, which are inefficient and
have poor scalability. Therefore, to address the above limitations, SamPrivSyn aims to synthesize high-
dimensional datasets under the constraint of LDP. Compared with data synthesis under differential
privacy with that under LDP, LDP-enabled data synthesis is more challenging, as little information about
the dataset can be used under the constraint of LDP, and it is impossible to obtain the distribution of the
dataset in advance. For example, one of the representative studies on data synthesis under differential
privacy is PrivSyn [34], which also consists of two modules, namely marginal selection and data synthesis.
In marginal selection, PrivSyn applies a greedy algorithm that selects the pairs to form marginals, and the
greedy algorithm needs to obtain the distribution of data in advance to measure the correlation between
the attributes. In the data synthesis, PrivSyn applies the graduate update method (GUM) to update the
randomly generated dataset by adopting a combination of replication and duplication operations. The
replace operation then directly replaces those over-counted records with the under-counted records, and
the duplication discards an existing record and substitutes an existing record. In the marginal selection,
PrivSyn selects marginals based on the correlation that is obtained by the distribution. However, in
the LDP setting, it is impossible to obtain the distribution, let alone the correlation between attributes.
Therefore, SamPrivSyn adopts a step-by-step update strategy. For each batch sampled, the correlations
of attributes are updated according to the whole sampled record. The probability distribution of sampling
is then updated according to the updated correlation to sample the next batch of users with the updated
probability, and iterates according to this process until all users are sampled. Compared with PrivSyn,
SamPrivSyn synthesizes data more efficiently, as it does not directly replace the over-counted records
with the under-counted records. SamPrivSyn first updates the one-way marginal distribution so that the
one-way marginal is close to the real one, and then updates the two-way marginal distribution under the
condition of keeping the one-way marginal unchanged.

3 Preliminaries

This section introduces some basic foundations, including the definition of LDP and the randomized
mechanism. Some notations used in this paper are listed in Table 1. For example, R represents the
randomized function, and Ai denotes the i-th attribute.
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Figure 1 (Color online) Process of locally differentially private data collection.

3.1 Local differential privacy

Figure 1 illustrates the privatized process of the privacy-preserving model under the constraint of LDP. In
the LDP-enabled model, each individual’s data record is defined as U i and is perturbed by a randomized
function defined as R. The randomized result R(U i) is sent to the server/data collector for analysis.
Given a privacy budget ǫ that determines the privacy-preserving level, namely a smaller ǫ indicates
better privacy protection, the definition of ǫ-LDP can be given.

Definition 1 (ǫ-LDP [6]). Given a randomized perturbation function R, it can be said that R satisfies
ǫ-LDP if and only if for any two data records, denoted by U i and U j , and any outputs U∗ ∈ Range(R),
it holds that

Pr(R(U i) = U∗) 6 eǫ × Pr(R(U j) = U∗). (1)

3.2 k-ary randomized response

kRR [24] mechanism is a classical randomized mechanism for perturbing data while satisfying LDP. The
definition of kRR is formalized as follows.

Definition 2 (kRR [24]). Let U be a k-valued attribute, where each user takes a value u ∈ U on this
attribute. U is stochastically mapped onto Y (i.e., Y = U) and the perturbed value y ∈ Y of the user is
then sent to the data collector. Then, for any u and y,

Pr(y|u) =

{

eǫ

k−1+eǫ , y = u,
1

k−1+eǫ , y 6= u.
(2)

In the kRR mechanism, k is the domain size of the attribute, where each user sends their original
value, i.e., the true value, with the probability eǫ

k−1+eǫ and then sends other values (the remaining values

in the domain) with 1
k−1+eǫ .

4 Method

This section further elaborates on the proposed method SamPrivSyn for high-dimensional data synthesis
under the constraint of LDP via sampling technology. To generate high-dimensional data in a locally
differentially private way, the problem remains how to reduce the excessive noise and communication
cost caused by high-dimensional characteristics. One promising approach is to use low-degree joint
distributions, namely, marginals, to represent the high-dimensional dataset. With this concept in mind,
SamPrivSyn is composed of two modules, the first is the marginal sampling module, which is executed
on the client-side to collect two-way marginals to represent the original dataset; the second is the data
generation module that is acted on the server-side to synthesize the dataset. Figure 2 illustrates the
framework of SamPrivSyn. In the marginal sampling module, the sampling is based on the continuously
updated mutual information.
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Figure 2 (Color online) Framework of SamPrivSyn, which is composed of two modules. The first is the marginal sampling module

for collecting two-way marginals, and the second is the data generation module for synthesizing the dataset.

4.1 Locally differentially private marginal sampling

Therefore, given all the joint distributions of the attributes (i.e., one-way marginals, two-way marginals,
. . . , d-way marginals), one can synthesize a dataset that is similar to the real dataset. However, in the
high-dimensional scenario, computing, or even storing, the full distribution requires exponentially large
space. To address this issue, this study proposes an efficient method that uses two-way marginals to
represent the dataset. In this way, the correlations between attributes can be greatly retained, as only
two attributes share the given privacy budget, and the problem of the communication cost can be relieved.

Given d attributes (A1, A2, . . . , Ad), each user takes a value on each attribute denoted as U i =
{ui

1, u
i
2, . . . , u

i
d}. Instead of sending the complete record to the server, each user only needs to select

a pair of attributes. As shown in Algorithm 1, firstly, all the pairs of attributes L ⇐ {(A1, A2), (A1, A3),
. . . , (Ad−1, Ad)} are first listed as the index of sampling; notably, the attribute pair (Ai, Aj) being the
same as (Aj , Ai) is considered, meaning that the number of all attribute pairs can be computed as

m = len(L) = d(d−1)
2 . To retain the correlations between attributes as much as possible, the attribute

pairs are sampled based on mutual information. Specifically, the mutual information of all pairs is first
initialized as being equal to Ii =

2
d(d−1) , that is,

I =

{

d(d− 1)

2

}
2

d(d−1)

;

then we normalize the mutual information and sample according to the normalized value, e.g.,

zi ∼

[

I1
∑

i=1,..., d(d−2)
2

Ii
,

I2
∑

i=1,..., d(d−2)
2

Ii
, . . . ,

I d(d−2)
2

∑

i=1,..., d(d−2)
2

Ii

]

,

where zi represents the position of the selected attribute pair in L. For example, if zi = 1, it means that
the selected pair attribute is L(zi) = (A1, A2). After obtaining the sampling pair L(zi), the corresponding
value {ui

p, u
i
q} of the attribute pair is sampled from the data record U i. The next step is to add noise to

the sampling values to satisfy LDP. As the complex privatized algorithm will bring extra communication
cost, in SamPrivSyn, the kRR mechanism is applied to perturb the sampling values. More specifically,
given the privacy budget ǫ, for each value of {ui

p, u
i
q}, y

i
p ∈ Yp is defined as the perturbed version of ui

p
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Algorithm 1 Marginal sampling

Require: n: the number of data records; Ui: the i-th data record; d: the number of attributes; Ωi: the domain of Ai; ǫ: privacy

budget; B: the sampling batch size;

Ensure: S: sampling pairs;

1: List all pairs of attributions: L ⇐ {(A1, A2), (A1, A3), . . . , (Ad−1, Ad)};

2: The number of all attribute pairs is m ⇐ d(d−2)
2 ;

3: Sampling pairs: S ⇐ [{∅}]m;

4: Initialize the mutual information of all pairs:

I =

{

2

d(d − 2)

}
d(d−2)

2
;

5: for i = 0, . . . , n do

6: if (i + 1) mod B == 0 then

7: Update the mutual information based on the sampled data: I(Ap, Aq) = I(S(Ap, Aq));

8: else

9:

zi ∼





I1
∑

I
,

I2
∑

I
, . . . ,

I d(d−2)
2

∑

I



 ;

10: Select the values of the pair attributes L[zi] in Ui: Ui ∼ {ui
p, u

i
q} ⇐ (L[zi] = (Ap, Aq));

11: Perturb each selected value:

Q(y
i
p|u

i
p) =











eǫ/2

|Ωp|−1+eǫ/2
, yi

p = ui
p,

1

|Ωp|−1+eǫ/2
, yi

p 6= ui
p,

12:

Q(yi
q|u

i
q) =











eǫ/2

|Ωq|−1+eǫ/2
, yi

q = ui
q ,

1

|Ωq|−1+eǫ/2
, yi

q 6= ui
q ;

13: Add the perturbed values into S: S(Ap, Aq) = S[zi] ∪ {yi
p, y

i
q};

14: end if

15: end for

Ensure: S.

and the domain of Yp is equal to Ωp. The output of ui
p satisfies the following formula:

Q(yip|u
i
p) =

{

eǫ/2

|Ωp|−1+eǫ/2
, yip = ui

p,

1
|Ωp|−1+eǫ/2

, yip 6= ui
p.

(3)

Eq. (3) means that the privacy budget ǫ is evenly allocated to the two sampling values, and each sampling
value flips to any other value of Ωp with probability 1

|Ωp|−1+eǫ/2
, and remains unchanged with probability

eǫ/2

|Ωp|−1+eǫ/2
. Next, the client adds the perturbed sampling values {yip, y

i
q} into S(Ap, Aq). After the

number of records sampled each time is up to B, which is the given batch size to control the speed of
updating the mutual information, the mutual information is updated according to the sampled records
S. That is, a LASSO regression is used to estimate the joint distribution of each pair P (Ap, Aq). The
estimated process is the same as that in the following Subsection 4.2; it is not repeated. The estimated
distribution P̂ (Ap, Aq) is then used to compute the mutual information; that is, given the estimated

distribution P̂ (A1, A2),

I1 =
∑

A1

∑

A2

P̂ (A1, A2) log
P̂ (A1, A2)

P̂ (A1)P̂ (A2)
.

Next, the updated mutual information is normalized and the B records are sampled accordingly, with
the above process repeated until all records are sampled. Finally, the whole sampled record is sent to the
server.

Theorem 1. The marginal sampling process of SamPrivSyn satisfies ǫ-LDP.

Proof. Given two arbitrary values (wp1 , wq1), (wp2 , wq2), and for arbitrary output (yp, yq), the ratio of
probability that the value (wp1 , wq1), (wp2 , wq2) outputs the same value (yp, yq) after being perturbed by
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the kRR mechanism is

Q(ypyq|wp1wq1)

Q(ypyq|wp2wq2)
6

eǫ/2

|Ωp|−1+eǫ/2
× eǫ/2

|Ωq|−1+eǫ/2

1
|Ωp|−1+eǫ/2

× 1
|Ωq|−1+eǫ/2

= eǫ/2 × eǫ/2

= eǫ.

Therefore, the marginal sampling process of SamPrivSyn satisfies the definition of ǫ-LDP.

4.2 Data generation

After aggregating all perturbed samples S from the client, the server needs to estimate the true two-way
marginals, denoted by P̂ (Ai, Aj), according to the perturbed samples S. Notably, S(Ai, Aj) represents
the set of perturbed values of the attribute pair (Ai, Aj) from all users. Specifically, the server firstly
generates the conditional probability matrixQpq for each attribute pair according to (3). For the attribute
pair (Ap, Aq), the conditional probability Q(ypyq|ωpωq) = Q(yp|ωp)×Q(yq|ωq) is the probability that the
true value {ωp, ωq} is perturbed to {yp, yq}. Therefore, Qpq is composed of the conditional probability of
each value in combination Ωp × Ωq. The value of Qpq is given as

Qpq =
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.

(4)

It can be observed that the distribution of the perturbed marginals (Ap, Aq) is defined as

M(Ap, Aq) =
Count(ωp, ωq)

∑

(ωp,ωq)∈(Ωp×Ωq)
Count(ωp, ωq)

, (5)

where Count(ωp, ωq) represents the number of (ωp, ωq) in all perturbed records S(Ap, Aq). Therefore, the
following formula can be obtained:

M(Ap, Aq) = P (Ap, Aq)Qpq . (6)

The estimated two-way marginal P̂ (Ap, Aq) can be computed as

P̂ (Ap, Aq) = M(Ap, Aq)Q
−1
pq . (7)

A LASSO regression Lasso(M,Q) can therefore be fitted to estimate the distribution of P (Ap, Aq); that

is, P̂ (Ap, Aq) = Lasso(M(Ap, Aq),Q
−1
pq ). All two-way marginals are obtained in this manner.

Notably, the estimated distribution of SamPrivSyn is an unbiased estimator, and the variance of Ai

can be computed. Suppose that the domain of A is Ω = {0, 1}. Let PA be the true probability of 1
in the population U , and p is the probability for the user U i to respond to the true value, that is, if
Ui = 1, it outputs 1 with probability p and outputs 0 with probability 1− p, and vice versa. Therefore,
the following theorem can be obtained.

Theorem 2. The variance of the estimated P̂A by kRR is

var(P̂A) =
(pPA + (1− p)(1− PA))(p(1− PA) + (1− p)PA)

n(2p− 1)2
.

Proof. The perturbed percentage of users who output 1 is

λ = P (A = 1) = pPA + (1 − p)(1− PA).
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Figure 3 (Color online) Example of one-way updating. The top side is the current frequency distribution of each attribute in

the random dataset Ds, and the bottom side is the target frequency distribution, which is calculated from the estimated two-way

marginals.

Then, the estimated P̂A can be computed via

P̂A =
λ− (1− p)

2p− 1
.

P̂A is an unbiased estimator, and the variance is

var(P̂A) = var

(

λ− (1− p)

2p− 1

)

(8)

=
n× var(U i)

(2p− 1)2n2
(9)

=
(pPA + (1− p)(1− PA))(p(1− PA) + PA(1− p))

n(2p− 1)2
. (10)

The next step is to generate the high-dimensional dataset according to these sampled estimated two-way
marginals. Instead of sampling the dataset using marginals, a random dataset Ds is first initialized, and
Ds is then updated to ensure that the marginals of Ds are consistent with the estimated marginals as
much as possible. The process of updating Ds is divided into two processes; one is to use the one-way
marginals to update, and the other is to use the two-way marginals.

4.2.1 One-way marginal updating

Firstly, the distribution of each attribute must be computed, namely, one-way marginals, according to
two-way marginals.

P̂ (Ai) =
I(Ai, Aj)

∑d
j=1,j 6=i I(Ai, Aj)

P̂ (Ai, Aj). (11)

Then the one-way marginals are transformed to a frequency distribution to updateDs. In particular, given
a marginal frequency distribution of an attribute Ai, let P̂ (Ai) denote the target estimated distribution,
and C(Ai) denote the current random frequency distribution of this attribute in the dataset Ds, and then
a graph can be generated. The top side is the current frequency distribution C(Ai) specified by Ds, and
the bottom side is the target estimated frequency distribution P̂ (Ai) specified by the one-way marginal.
Each node represents a value in this attribute associated with the frequency. The current node in Ds is
updated according to the target node. For every instance, one attribute is updated and all attributes are
iteratively updated.

Figure 3 shows an example of one-way updating. In Figure 3, the attribute is skin color, which has
four values {Yellow, Black, White, Asian-Pac-Islander}, the top side is the current frequency distribution
of the attribute in Ds, the bottom side is the target estimated distribution (one-way marginal) obtained
by (11). Each node represents one value in {Yellow, Black, White, Asian-Pac-Islander} associated with
its frequency. The updating process is moving 400 from Black to Yellow, 100 from White to Yellow,
and 100 from White to Asian-Pac-Islander. Notably, in one-way updating, only one attribute is updated
while all other attributes are kept the same. After updating all attributes, Ds has the similar one-way
marginal with the original dataset. In the next step, Ds is updated using two-way marginals, a process
called two-way marginal updating.
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Figure 4 (Color online) Two-way marginal updating. (a) The dataset after the one-way marginal update begins for the two-way

update; (b) the two-way marginal distribution of the dataset, marginal table for {Income, Gender}, where the red and blue stand

for over-counted and under-counted values, respectively; and (c) the dataset after two-way marginal updating.

4.2.2 Two-way marginal updating

This process modifies the two-way marginals of Ds but keeps the one-way marginal the same. Firstly, all
the two-way marginals P̂ (Ai, Aj) are transformed into a corresponding frequency distribution, denoted by
the target frequency. Then, we calculate all two-way marginal distributions in the dataset Ds, where let
C(Ai, Aj) denote the two-way marginal distribution of the attribute pair (Ai, Aj). The dataset Ds is then

updated according to the difference between the target marginals P̂ (Ai, Aj) and the current marginals
C(Ai, Aj).

Specifically, only one attribute is updated at a time according to the two-way marginal distribution, and
the update of attributes follows their order. At first, the attribute A1 is fixed and is not modified; then
the attribute A2 is changed to make the distribution of C(A1, A2) consistent with that of P̂ (A1, A2).
Analogously, the next attribute A2 is fixed and the attribute A3 is changed. The two-way marginal
updating process is different from the one-way update, which moves the value with more frequency to the
value with less frequency, in that it needs to update the attribute under the condition that the one-way
marginal distribution remains unchanged. That is to say, given the target two-way frequency distribution
P̂ (Ai, Aj) and the current two-way frequency distribution C(Ai, Aj), the attribute Aj is changed to make

C(Ai, Aj) similar to P̂ (Ai, Aj), but in doing so, keep Ai, C(Ai), C(Aj) unchanged. Therefore, for a value

(ωp
i , ω

q
j ) ∈ (Ωi,Ωj), if C(ωp

i , ω
q
j )>P̂ (ωp

i , ω
q
j ), namely, the frequency of (ωp

i , ω
q
j ) of Ds is greater than the

target frequency, and C(ωp1
i , ω

q1
j )>P̂ (ωp1

i , ω
q1
j ), C(ωp

i , ω
q1
j )<P̂ (ωp

i , ω
q1
j ), C(ωp1

i , ω
q
j )<P̂ (ωp1

i , ω
q
j ), then the

minimum frequency difference of these frequencies can be calculated; that is,

minfre = min{(C(ωp
i , ω

q
j )− P̂ (ωp

i , ω
q
j )), (C(ωp1

i , ω
q1
j )− P̂ (ωp1

i ω
q1
j )),

(P̂ (ωp
i , ω

q1
j )− C(ωp

i , ω
q1
j )), (P̂ (ωp1

i , ω
q
j )− C(ωp1

i , ω
q
j ))}.

(12)

After meeting all the above criteria, minfre records of ωq
j are changed to ω

q1
j . As shown in Figure 4(a),

the red represents the record to be changed. In Figure 4(b), the red represents the over-counted values
and the blue represents the under-counted values. Specifically, the current frequencies of (high, female)
and (low, male) are greater than the target frequencies, and the current frequencies of (high, male) and
(low, female) are less than the target frequencies. According to (12), the positions of female in v4 and
male in v5 need to be exchanged in Figure 4(a), and Figure 4(c) displays the updated result. This method
not only ensures the two-way marginal distribution, but also ensures the one-way marginal distribution,
so as to make the synthetic dataset capture the correlations in the original dataset as much as possible.
When all the joint distributions P (A1, A2), P (A2, A3), . . . , P (Ad−1, Ad) are updated, the random dataset
is updated using the remaining marginals. However, when one attribute is updated, the distributions
that are related to this attribute need to be kept unchanged. The update procedure terminates when all
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the attributes have been updated. Algorithm 2 shows the complete procedure of data generation.

Algorithm 2 Data generation

Require: S: sampling pairs; Ωi: the domain of Ai; d: the number of attributes; Ωi: the domain of Ai; ǫ: privacy budget;

Ensure: Ds: synthetic dataset;

1: for i = 0, . . . , d do

2: for j = i + 1, . . . , d do

3: Estimate all the two-way marginal distributions: P̂ (Ai, Aj) = Lasso(M,Q);

4: end for

5: end for

6: for i = 0, . . . , d do

7: Compute the one-way marginal distribution:

P̂ (Ai) =
I(Ai, Aj)

∑d
j=1,j 6=i I(Ai, Aj)

P̂ (Ai, Aj);

8: end for

9: for i = 0, . . . , d do

10: Update the one-way marginal distribution of Ds: Ds ⇐ C(Ai) − P̂ (Ai);

11: end for

12: for i = 0, . . . , d do

13: for j = i + 1, . . . , d do

14: Update the two-way marginal distribution of Ds:

Ds ⇐ minfre = min{(C(ωp
i , ω

q
j ) − P̂ (ωp

i , ω
q
j )), (C(ωp1

i , ωq1
j ) − P̂ (ωp1

i ωq1
j )),

(P̂ (ωp
i , ω

q1
j ) − C(ωp

i , ω
q1
j )), (P̂ (ωp1

i , ωq
j ) − C(ωp1

i , ωq
j ))};

15: end for

16: end for

Ensure: Ds.

5 Experiments

Extensive comparison experiments on a real-world dataset have been performed to evaluate the efficiency
and effectiveness of SamPrivSyn. SamPrivSyn was compared with the representative and state-of-art
methods, CALM, LoPub, and kRR. The performance was evaluated from two perspectives, namely, the
data utility and the communication cost. The data utility is measured by the distribution estimation
accuracy and the performance of logistic regression on the synthetic dataset. The distribution estimation
accuracy represents the similarity between the estimation joint distribution, while the logistic regression
accuracy represents similarity between the training accuracy on the synthetic dataset and the original
dataset. Specifically, the distribution estimation accuracy is measured by the commonly-used metric of
relative error (RE), which is defined as

RE =
1

N

∑

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

P (A1A2, . . . , Ad)− P̂ (A1A2, . . . , Ad)

P (A1A2, . . . , Ad)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (13)

where N is the size of Ω1 ×Ω2 × · · · ×Ωd. The performance of the logistic regression is measured by the
accuracy, which indicates the proportion of samples that are correctly classified from the total number
of samples. Accuracy is defined as

Accuracy =
TP+ TN

TP + FP + TN+ FN
, (14)

where TP, FP, TN, FN represent true positive, false positive, true negative, and false negative, respec-
tively. Notably, the high dimension used in this study is not only related to the dimension of attributes,
that is, the number of attributes, but also to the domain size of attributes. The high dimension actually
refers to the Cartesian product of the domain size of all attributes, i.e., |Ω| = |Ω1| × |Ω2| × · · · × |Ωd|.
The communication cost is measured by the bits sent to the server-side from the client. For the sake of
thoroughness, several groups of experiments were performed to verify the impact of different parameters
on performance. More specifically, the impact of privacy budget, data amount, and dimension on the
performance of these methods was explored. The experiments were performed on the real-world datasets
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Table 2 Dataset description

Records (n) Attribute dimension (d) Domain size (|Ω|)

Adult 30128 9 229

SYN1-Adult 60256 9 226

SYN2-Adult 120512 9 226

SYN3-Adult 30128 15 244

Bank Marketing 45210 17 229

Adult3) and Bank Marketing 4). Adult contains personal information, including age, gender, race, salary,
and Bank Marketing contains attributes that include age, job, marital status. To evaluate the impact of
the different data records and dimensions on the estimation accuracy, the control variable method was
adopted to ensure a fair evaluation. Specifically, when evaluating the impact of dimensions on perfor-
mance, the number of records must be kept the same. On the contrary, when evaluating the impact of
the number of records on performance, the dimension must be kept the same. However, in reality, it is
difficult to find datasets that meet the above requirements. Therefore, this study extended the existing
Adult dataset to several datasets that meet the above requirements to verify the impact of different
features on the estimation accuracy. It is worth noting that this study only considered the difference
between the distribution of estimation results and the original one, that is, the difference of each value’s
frequency; therefore, expansion is feasible. Firstly, to study the impact of the number of data records
on the performance, the dataset SYN1-Adult was generated by doubling the amount of data for each
attribute in the original Adult dataset. Similarly, SYN2-Adult was formed by tripling the amount of data
for each attribute in Adult. For exploring the effect of the dimension, six attributes were selected in the
original Adult dataset and were added as new attributes to Adult to form a new dataset, SYN3-Adult,
which has 15 attributes. Table 2 gives a description of the dataset.

In addition, for a fair comparison, when implementing the comparison methods, the same privacy
budget for each method was set. The privacy budget was changed from 1 to 10, and for the parameters of
LoPub, the hash function number was set to 2, and the Bloom filter length was set to 64. Subsections 5.1
and 5.2 elaborate on the experimental results from the aspects of data utility and communication cost.
Data utility, which is the estimation and logistic regression accuracy, is used to evaluate the effectiveness
of the proposed method, and communication cost is used to evaluate the efficiency of SamPrivSyn.

5.1 Data utility

Distribution estimation. Figure 5 illustrates the experimental results on the given datasets. The
proposed method was compared with the existing state-of-art LDP-enabled data synthesized methods
CALM, LoPub, and kRR. Here, a larger batch size and smaller batch size were set, respectively, but
for a fair comparison, the batch sizes for the datasets Adult, SYN1-Adult, SYN2-Adult and SYN3-
Adult need to be kept the same. Therefore, the batch size was set to 30000 for Adult, SYN1-Adult,
SYN2-Adult, and SYN3-Adult, and 2000 for the dataset Bank Marketing. Since the batch size is a key
parameter for the performance, a random value was set for the experiment, and its impact is discussed in
a separate section. This study first evaluated the estimation accuracy of the different methods, as shown
in Figure 5. The red line, blue line, green line, and the orange line represent CALM, kRR, LoPub, and
SamPrivSyn, respectively. In particular, both LoPub and kRR need to build a conditional matrix, which
is the probability that the real record changes to others, to estimate the real distribution. Therefore,
the size of the conditional matrix is (|Ω1| × |Ω2| × · · · × |Ωd|, |Ω1| × |Ω2| × · · · × |Ωd|), which grows
with the dimension of the attributes and the domain of each attribute. As a result, the size is so large
that the program cannot allocate the amount of memory for it. Hence, the number of combinations of
attributes was cut according to the frequency of each record. In CALM,

(

2
d

)

two-way marginals were
sent to construct the synthetic dataset. Figures 5(a)–(c) show the comparison results over the datasets
with different data amounts. These experiments evaluated the impact of data amount on performance by
changing the number of records. The results are shown as follows. Figure 5(a) shows the Adult dataset,
whose dimension is 9 and the number of records is 30128; Figure 5(b) shows the SYN1-Adult dataset,
whose dimension is 9 and the number of records is 60256; Figure 5(c) shows the SYN2-Adult dataset,

3) Adult dataset. https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Adult.

4) Bank Marketing. https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Bank+Marketing.

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Adult
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Bank+Marketing
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Figure 5 (Color online) Comparison of results for different LDP-enabled data synthesis methods. (a) Adult; (b) SYN1-Adult;

(c) SYN2-Adult; (d) SYN3-Adult; (e) Bank Marketing.

whose dimension is 9 and the number of records is 120512; and Figure 5(c) shows the Bank Marketing
dataset, whose dimension is 17 and the number of records is 45210.

It can be observed that SamPrivSyn outperformed CALM, LoPub, and kRR, regardless of the number
of data records and dimensions, and the estimation accuracy of all methods increased when the privacy
budget was increased. Specifically, the performance of kRR was the worst, followed by LoPub, with
both of these methods adopting a way of evenly allocating the privacy budget; therefore, when the
dimension was relatively high, the privacy budget allocated to each attribute was very small, resulting
in more noise added to the dataset, and achieving poor performance. Comparing kRR with LoPub,
the performance of kRR was worse because the performance was limited by the domain size Ωi of the
attribute; when the domain size of attributes is high, the probability of kRR remaining unchanged will
be very low; that is, the noise added to the dataset will be greater. Moreover, comparing SamPrivSyn
with CALM, they both adopted selecting marginals to the data collector; however, CALM applied a
uniform selection mechanism; that is, the sampled marginal was selected with the same probability,
while SamPrivSyn selected marginals based on mutual information. Therefore, SamPrivSyn was more
prominent in preserving the correlation between attributes. In addition, for the distributions that cannot
be directly obtained by summing the sampled marginals, CALM applied maximum entropy approach to
estimate the joint distribution. However, the maximum entropy takes the estimated marginals as the
constraint conditions. Due to the error of the estimated marginals, the constraint conditions may be
mutually exclusive, which will affect the accuracy of the final estimation result.

To observe the impact of the number of data records on the estimation accuracy, extensive experiments
were conducted with the different data records, and the results are shown in Figures 5(a)–(c). With an
increase of the data records, the estimation error of all methods drops, which indicates that the estimation
accuracy is positively related to the number of the data records; i.e., the larger the number, the better the
performance. This trend is consistent with the law of large numbers. Moreover, the estimation accuracy
of CALM is the most stable and will not fluctuate greatly due to the privacy budget or the number of the
data records. This is because the distribution estimation method adopted is the nonlinear constrained
optimization of maximum entropy, so that the optimization result of maximum entropy will not fluctuate
much.

In addition, to explore the impact of dimension on the estimation accuracy, we also conducted ex-
periments, as shown in Figures 5(a) and (d). Comparing Figure 5(a) with Figure 5(d), we can see that
the performance of all methods decreases as the dimension increases; the reason is that, for LoPub and
kRR, each attribute divides the given privacy budget equally; therefore, when the dimension increases,
the privacy budget allocated to each attribute decreases, and then the estimation accuracy drops. For
SamPrivSyn and CALM, when the dimension increases, the number of each two-way marginal sampled
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Figure 6 (Color online) Accuracy of logistic regression on the synthetic datasets generated by different LDP-enabled data synthesis

methods. (a) Adult dataset; (b) Bank Marketing dataset.

to the data collector decreases. As a result, the estimation also drops. However, SamPrivSyn still per-
forms much better than the other methods, regardless of the dimension size. To make the experimental
results more convincing, this study also experimented with the real-world dataset Bank Marketing, with
the results shown in Figure 5(e). It can be observed that the proposed SamPrivSyn method still out-
performs other approaches. In summary, the above experiments prove the effectiveness of the proposed
SamPrivSyn method in joint distribution estimation under LDP.

Logistic regression. To observe the overall performance of our proposed SamPrivSyn method, the
performance of logistic regression was also evaluated on the synthetic datasets Adult and Bank Marketing
generated by the four methods. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6, where Figure 6(a) shows
the adult dataset, and Figure 6(b) shows the Bank Marketing dataset. The accuracy on the original
datasets was evaluated, and the synthetic datasets were used to train the logistic model. As shown
in Figures 6(a) and (b), the accuracy values (the gray line) for the original datasets Adult and Bank
Marketing are 0.746 and 0.887, respectively. It can also be seen that the accuracy increases with an
increase of the privacy budget, and the proposed SamPrivSyn method has great superiority compared
with the other methods. This indicates that the proposed method is capable of better preserving the
correlation between attributes, and the synthetic datasets are more similar to the original ones. Notably,
the synthetic datasets are all generated with the same parameters in the estimation accuracy experiments.
kRR still had the worst performance on logistic regression, with LoPub as second. Comparing Figure 6(a)
with Figure 6(b), it can be observed that the accuracy on the synthetic Adult dataset is closer to the real
accuracy because the dimension of Adult is smaller than that of Bank Marketing, and there is not much
difference in the number of data records; therefore, the performance on the dataset Adult is better. In
conclusion, based on the above results, it has been demonstrated that our proposed SamPrivSyn method
is more effective in high-dimensional synthetic data under LDP.

5.2 Communication cost

Figure 7 shows the communication cost of all the methods, where the communication cost is defined as
the whole bits that are sent to the server-side from the client-side. In this setting, the number of the data
records was considered to be 30000, with the blue bar, gray bar, and orange bar representing LoPub,
kRR, and SamPrivSyn methods, respectively. Specifically, Figure 7(a) shows that the communication cost
varies with the dimension when the number of data records is set to a constant. It can be observed that
the communication cost of LoPub is particularly high compared with the other methods, and SamPrivSyn
is the smallest. Also, in Figure 7(b), the communication cost changes along with different data records
on the four-dimensional dataset. Similarly, the communication cost of LoPub is still the highest, and
that of SamPrivSyn is the smallest. Therefore, it can be concluded that both LoPub and kRR are not
suitable for the high-dimensional setting, while SamPrivSyn can perform well, with low communication
cost and high estimated accuracy.
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Figure 7 (Color online) Communication cost of different methods. The horizontal axes are (a) the dimension and (b) the number

of the data records respectively, and the vertical axis is the communication cost.
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5.3 Parameter sensitivity

Experiments were also conducted to observe the impact of different batch sizes B on performance. The
privacy budget ǫ = 5, and the batch size was changed to investigate the difference in correlation between
the estimated distribution. The most correlated attribution pairs, marital-status and relationship, were
selected to determine the impact of batch size on correlation. Figure 8 shows the experimental results
on the Adult and SYN3-Adult datasets. The real mutual information in Adult and SYN3-Adult is
approximately 0.71. At the beginning, with the increase in batch size, the mutual information of the
estimated attributes becomes closer to the real value, but when it reaches the optimal value, the mutual
information deviates from the real value in the overall trend with the increase in the batch size. This
is because when the batch size is very small, the estimated distribution is inaccurate at the beginning
such that the sampled records do not obey the distribution of mutual information. However, when the
batch size is too big, the first sampled records according to the initialized mutual information have a
greater impact on the sampled results. From the experimental results, the mutual information is closest
to the real value when the budget batch size is between 1000 and 5000; however, it is difficult to give an
accurate optimal batch size.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, a high-dimensional data synthesis method under LDP, called SamPrivSyn, was proposed.
This method is composed of two modules: marginal sampling and data generation. In the marginal
sampling phase, instead of sending a complete perturbed record to the server, which entails a huge
communication cost and introduces large-scale noise when the dimension is very high, SamPrivSyn only
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samples two attributes of one record based on the mutual information between attributes to preserve the
correlations as much as possible. Each user then sends the sampled records to the server to construct two-
way marginals. In the data generation phase, the server-side reconstructs the original dataset according
to these marginals. Finally, extensive comparison experiments on real-world datasets demonstrated the
superiority of SamPrivSyn.
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